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BERGEN COUNTY MEDIATORS’ PEER CONSULTATION GROUP

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE RESOLUTION:
Accessing the Power of Humor in Mediation

April 4, 2012

WHEN IS SOMETHING HUMOROUS?

•When something is perceived as a breach of a norm or a value — using incongruity or irony

•When it makes you think of something in a new way and it tickles you

•When you’re ”in” on the in-joke

WHEN USED PROPERLY, HUMOR CAN:

•Be a building block for positive rapport and trust

•Relieve tension

•Provide perspective

•Allow people to flirt with fear, anger or other afflictive emotions

•Capture paradox

•Speak truth to power and invert power relationships

•Reflect multiple layers of meaning

•Spur creativity

•Help to break impasse

•Enhance communication between the parties

•Help to make sense of things

•Redirect negative emotions of anger and hostility giving lighthearted disengagement

•Subvert inappropriate bargaining tactics

•To get the parties back on track

•To help face an unpleasant reality

•Subvert the dominant paradigm and

•Signal willingness to engage in a playful manner

•Give perspective

•Lend proportion

•Motivate others

•Recover from gaffes

RISKS TO USING HUMOR IN MEDIATION:

•It may backfire

•A party may feel “targeted”

•It could get out of control

•It can challenge neutrality

•It may offend

•It may downgrade the perception of the mediator or seriousness of intent

•It can make a position or idea appear trivialized

•Not a good fit for the mediator
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TO USE HUMOR PROPERLY, THE MEDIATIOR MUST:

•Use common sense about when to employ it

•Take cues from the clients

•Have a good sense of timing:

BAppropriate within the process;

BAppropriate for client readiness; and

BPacing of delivery (necessary for all humor)

IF THE ATTEMPT AT HUMOR BOMBS:

•Apologize and move on 

•If you want to analyze why it failed, don’t take time during the session 

•Take the lesson

ROADBLOCKS TO USING HUMOR IN MEDIATION:

•Topic is not usually covered in trainings and literature

•Fear or discomfort

•Personality of the mediator and/or one or both parties

•It can alienate

WHEN DO PEOPLE LAUGH?

•When something is funny

•When something is intended to be funny

•When the laugh has been caught from someone else/contagious laughter

•To join in with other laughers

•To cement social status or detract from it

•To express domination or contempt - often forced or faux

•By instinct or for neurological reasons

•When nervous or embarrassed

•To express happiness

•To buy time before responding

TRYING TO GET THE PARTIES TO USE WHAT MAY ONCE HAVE BEEN A COMMUNICATION

DEVICE FOR THEM:

•Humor attracts people into relationships - can it be used by them at this stage? 

•To help parties acknowledge that they should try to reopen blocked areas of communication

•Encouraging the celebration of the joy that is in their lives as well as the problems

� � �

Borrowed heavily from these recommended sources:

Meers, Whitney.  The Funny Thing About Mediation: A Rationale for the Use of Humor in Mediation, 10 CAR-

DOZO JOURNAL OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION  657 (2009).

Zeliger, Craig.  Laughing our Way to Peace or War:  Humour and Peacebuilding, 1 JOURNAL OF CONFLICT-

OLOGY, Issue 2 (2010), published by the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya Campus for Peace, a university

for NGO’s in Barcelona, Spain.
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A Selection of Quotations About Humor
From BrainyQuote*

A joke is a very serious thing.  Winston Churchill

A person without a sense of humor is like a wagon

without springs. It’s jolted by every pebble on the

road.  Henry Ward Beecher

A sense of humor is the ability to understand a

joke - and that the joke is oneself.  Clifton Paul

Fadiman

A sense of humor... is needed armor. Joy in one’s

heart and some laughter on one’s lips is a sign that

the person down deep has a pretty good grasp of

life.  Hugh Sidey

A taste for irony has kept more hearts from

breaking than a sense of humor, for it takes irony

to appreciate the joke which is on oneself. 

Jessamyn West

A well-developed sense of humor is the pole that

adds balance to your steps as you walk the

tightrope of life.  William Arthur Ward

All I know about humor is that I don’t know

anything about it.  Fred Allen

Analyzing humor is like dissecting a frog. Few

people are interested and the frog dies of it.  E. B.

White

Comedy has to be based on truth. You take the

truth and you put a little curlicue at the end.  Sid

Caesar

Comedy is simply a funny way of being serious. 

Peter Ustinov

Comedy, we may say, is society protecting itself —

with a smile.  J. B. Priestley

Common sense and a sense of humor are the same

thing, moving at different speeds. A sense of

humor is just common sense, dancing.  William

James

Humor can alter any situation and help us cope at

the very instant we are laughing.  Allen Klein

Humor is a serious thing. I like to think of it as one

of our greatest earliest natural resources, which

must be preserved at all cost.  James Thurber

Humor is by far the most significant activity of the

human brain.  Edward de Bono

Humor is emotional chaos remembered in

tranquility.  James Thurber

Humor is just another defense against the

universe.  Mel Brooks

Humor is laughing at what you haven’t got when

you ought to have it.  Langston Hughes

Humor is mankind’s greatest blessing.  Mark

Twain

Humor is perhaps a sense of intellectual

perspective: an awareness that some things are

really important, others not; and that the two

kinds are most oddly jumbled in everyday affairs. 

Christopher Morley

Humor is reason gone mad.  Groucho Marx

Humor is something that thrives between man’s

aspirations and his limitations. There is more logic

in humor than in anything else. Because, you see,

humor is truth.  Victor Borge

Humor is the affectionate communication of

insight.  Leo Rosten

Humor is the instinct for taking pain playfully. 

Max Eastman

I think the next best thing to solving a problem is

finding some humor in it.  Frank Howard Clark
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If I had no sense of humor, I would long ago have

committed suicide.  Mahatma Gandhi

Imagination was given to man to compensate him

for what he is not; a sense of humor to console him

for what he is.  Francis Bacon

Like a welcome summer rain, humor may

suddenly cleanse and cool the earth, the air and

you.  Langston Hughes

One doesn’t have a sense of humor. It has you. 

Larry Gelbart

The more I live, the more I think that humor is the

saving sense.  Jacob August Riis

The secret to humor is surprise.  Aristotle

There is hope for the future because God has a

sense of humor and we are funny to God.  Bill

Cosby

This I conceive to be the chemical function of

humor: to change the character of our thought. 

Lin Yutang

What a strange world this would be if we all had

the same sense of humor.  Bern Williams

When humor goes, there goes civilization.  Erma

Bombeck

You can turn painful situations around through

laughter. If you can find humor in anything, even

poverty, you can survive it.  Bill Cosby

*Excerpted 4/3/12 from www.brainyquote.com/quotes/topics/topic_humor.html and following pages.


